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Three-year-old Adalbert Rowe was brought to Holy Cross chapel for emergency treatment this week after he cut his lip on a small piece of glass. The boy's parents, Zoe and Robert Rowe, who live across from Holy Cross chapel, called Campus Ministry after witnessing the accident.

Adalbert's mouth had a deep laceration. Campus Ministry allocated extra funds to ensure that the chapel is ready for its celebration this fall. The money will also be used to purchase a new toilet.

The new toilet will be installed in the east wing of the chapel, which is currently undergoing renovations. The south end of the chapel will also be repainted.

The chapel will reopen after midsemester break, and the work is expected to be completed by the end of the year. The new altar will provide room for musicians, and the air conditioning units will be moved to the area below the altar.

The pews will also be moved to increase seating space. The south end of the chapel will be improved with new carpeting. The room for musicians will also be added, and the east window will be replaced.

The chapel was also repainted over the summer, and the south end of the chapel was repainted as well.

The pew will also be moved to increase seating space. The south end of the chapel will be tricked up with new carpeting. The room for musicians will also be added, and the east window will be replaced.

The chapel was also repainted over the summer, and the south end of the chapel was repainted as well.
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continued from page 1

tensive care last night. Further tests will be administered today to determine the cause of the student's illness. The Dean of Student Affairs James Roemer, who arrived at the scene a few minutes later, expressed his concern for Adalbert, calling him "a valuable part of the Notre Dame community." The ‘70-year-old Adalbert has been with the Physics Department for almost 40 years and retired from teaching two years ago.

He was coming back from the Physics Department when the accident occurred," said Brother Paul Kelly, Adalbert’s religious superior.

Roemer also commended Torres for his actions. In a letter from the University, Torres was commended for "his quick and intelligent action and concern."

"Torres actions were in our finest tradition," Roemer said.

"I never expected to use my CPR skills," Torres said. "CPR is good for everyone to know.

"T ore says, The incident makes me want to be a doctor all the more. Torres was noticeably moved by the incident. Yesterday afternoon he said the accident was "all he had been thinking about all day. I haven’t been able to concentrate on my classes at all. I just hope he’s all right."

... K of C

continued from page 1

Another concern is an undergraduate club called the K of C Senior Bar. However, student government will not propose this $1.5 million project until they see if the undergraduate nights at Senior Bar are successful.

Callaghan believed that Callaghan’s proposal was moving too slowly. The Army needs to work with good musicians. Just as musicians are needed, so are good people. If you’re a musician who’s serious about performing, you should take a chance to travel. Army bands offer you a chance to travel. Army bands offer you an average of 40 performances a month. In every-thing from concerts to parades. Army bands also offer you a chance to travel.

If you’re a musician who’s serious about performing, you should take a chance to travel. Army bands offer you an average of 40 performances a month. In everything from concerts to parades. Army bands also offer you a chance to travel.
Making sense of El Salvador

Richard Cohen
Richard Cohen Column

Willie: I will tell you about Willie. He is about four years old, short with thick, dark hair, cut close. He has sparkling eyes, a bright smile and an incredible ability to mimic English words. Say "watch" and he says "watch"—say "thank you" and he says "thank you".

I met Willie when I and a crew from ABC television came here to do the requisite story about war orphans. It is an old story, as old as war itself. But war orphans really are El Salvador's bumper crop. Some of them are sold, or orphaned by the fighting itself, and many roam the streets begging for food. Many of them are not lucky enough to find a home, or an orphanage.

One of the kids, an older girl named Maria who watches the younger children, was asked how she was orphaned. She said the soldiers came, ordered her out of the house and took her parents away. She never saw them again. She was asked what she thought of war. Her reply was to turn away and look into the mountains.

This is a depressing place. In the cities, the poor live in ramshackle shacks, their one-room homes made of corrugated steel, the roofs held down by bricks and rocks. In the countryside, the homes are sometimes made of branches and twigs woven together. The better ones are adobe and brick, tile roofs, but no running water and often no electricity.

It is hard to be optimistic. There are so many poor people, so little wealth, so much violence and a foreigner, especially the new comer, walks on the surface of it, confused by everything, scared by much of it, asking questions to get one answer one time and a different answer the next time.

A country like ours sends down experts in everything. But the truth of the matter is that in more than a decade we have not been able to rebuild Newark or Detroit and now we have come here, where the problem is so much greater, to tell the Salvadoreans how it should be done.

This is why I like Willie and, by extension, this orphanage run by Father Myers. Here the task is simple: make them human. Here the goals are neat and uncomplicated by politics.

Willie looks into my sunglasses. He sees my reflection and studies it as if it were something else. He touches his glasses tentatively and then harder and then so hard that I fear he will damage it. "Stop," I say. "Stop," he laughs, and then he ambled off to play with some other kids and I never saw him again.

Willie: Let me tell you about Willie. So far, he is the only thing here I really understand.

---

P. O. Box Q

Men of Notre Dame calendar

Dear Editor:

As a female, ex-Farley resident, and student of the Notre Dame community, I am writing in support of Mr. Nathy's viewpoint concerning the proposed calendar. "The Men of Notre Dame." First of all, I would like to ask why the idea of a uniquely male calendar was even brought up. In an age where sexual discrimination is of such concern that the leader of a committee of group is no longer called a 'chairman' but a 'chairperson' (or some variation thereof), a calendar of single sex orientation seems archaic as well as offensive. It may not appear prejudiced at first, but if two men's dormitories were to propose a strictly female calendar, the charge of "female as sex object" would be cited immediately against the men. Is there a different standard when men are concerned?

Second, why was the calendar proposed? As I understand it, the idea was thought of as a means of fundraising for the activities of two women's dormitories, Walsh and Farley. In other words, simply put these women decided to earn money by selling 12 pictures (assuming there would be a poster for each month) of men. Since men in the photos must appeal to the consumer for the calendar to sell, it is in the best interests of the two dormitories to pick men that are "saleable." Does the university wish to put its name on a fundraiser based upon selling the physical likenesses of its male population? Or would it rather go into print as valuing other qualities of its entire student body (social awareness, academic achievement, sports records)?

Third, who would pick the "male models," and why do they deem themselves qualified to judge applicants? Are not all males attending the University "Notre Dame Men," or do Farley and Walsh women know of some special qualification that limits this title? If they do, perhaps they should be in on the admissions process.

Fourth, to whom would this calendar appeal? Obviously to the 12 or so mothers of the male models—but besides that, what audience is Walsh and Farley Halls trying to reach? Would the people who bought the calendar look at each picture and think, "Get, I wonder what type of a person that man is, if he is nice, if he is friendly, concerned, smart." More likely, a situation similar to the G1 calendar to sell, it is in the best interests of the men to encourage them to consider another fundraiser based upon selling the physical appearance of individuals of opposite sex to make money? This is so very different than the nature of the Playboy article?

And sixth, isn't it about time that Notre Dame became known nationwide as a coeducational institution proud of both its male and female students? Would we want it any other way?

I do not wish to label the women of the two dormitories as sexist, or prejudiced. I wish to instead encourage them to consider another idea, a calendar entitled "The People of Notre Dame." Students, faculty, administration and staff could be photographed at work, in volanteric capacities, at home, at play. By diversifying the subject matter of the models, characters and personalities as well as the activities of individuals, would be loaded—not their physical appearances. If Farley and Walsh Halls were to produce this type of calendar, I for one, might even put it on my Christmas list.

Robin Brown

RICHARD COHEN, The Washington Post Company
Second of career

Bob Forsch no-hits Expos

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Bob Forsch pitched the second no-hitter of his career and first in the National League in exactly two years, giving the St. Louis Cardinals a 3-0 victory over the Montreal Expos last night.

The Expo, who were mathematically eliminated from the NL east pennant race yesterday afternoon when Philadelphia beat Chicago 5-2, came close to getting a hit only once.

Tim Raines hit a long drive to left fielder Steve Beuerlein, who kept the drive alive. On a fourth and five from the Miami four yard line, but the Expo's third baseman Ken Oberkfell then booted Chris Iannetta's grounder, allowing Carter to move to third, but Forsch got the first of his six strikeouts to end the inning.

Then Forsch faced the final 21 Expo batters to complete the no-hitter, and even though he struggled a bit, he held the Montreal Expos to zero runs through nine innings.

In the ninth, Forsch, 9-12, struck out Carter to complete the no-hitter, and he was acknowledged by the crowd, which included several former Montreal Expos, for the feat.

Forsch also is half of the only brother combination in the major leagues to have no-hitters. His brother Ken, now with California, pitched a no-hitter on Opening Day in 1979 for Houston against Atlanta.

St. Louis scored all its runs in the fifth inning. In the ninth, Forsch, 9-12, struck out Carter to complete the no-hitter.

Steve Beuerlein

In this series he would convert three third-down and two fourth-down situations into first downs while passing for 81 yards in the drive against the first-team Miami defense.

On a fourth-and-five from the Notre Dame 25-yard line, Beuerlein completed a nine-yard pass to Joe Howard to keep the drive alive. On a third-and-three, Beuerlein ran the half back for five yards. After a pass, a sack, Beuerlein made the play of the game on a fourth-and-18 situation when he drilled a bullet to Milford Jackson 21 yards downfield between two Hurricane defenders.

Two plays later Beuerlein came through under pressure again when he fired a 25-yard pass to Alvin Miller on a third and 19.

Beuerlein converted another third-down situation as he took the team to the Miami four-yard line, but the drive finally stalled when he was sacked on fourth down. Still, it was a performance that earned the plaudits of coaches, players, and viewers alike. And it was one that in evitably led to comparisons.

"People have mentioned to me that the last quarterback to wear number seven at Notre Dame was Joe Theismann," chuckles Beuerlein.

"But if one watched closely, Beuerlein does seem to possess not only the poise on the field of Theismann, but many of the physical traits. Same lithe figure. Same youthful choir-boy face. Same well-groomed blond hair. "Same big nose," cracks Beuerlein.

"I wore number seven in high school, too, so I consider it my num ber, not anyone else's. I want to make my own name here." He got off to a good start last Saturday, but realizes that it may be unwise to pressure himself into any thing to soon.

"My first goal this year was to feel comfortable with the system," says Beuerlein, "and then I sort of let a second goal within myself to be the back-up quarterback by the end of the year. I do have great con fidence in the system. Bier and the coaches have just been super in helping me out, but I've got a lot more to learn. I just want to con tinue to grow and develop as a quarterback here this year."

KING HENRY V

Starring LAURENCE OLIVIER
—No Admission Charge—

7:00 and 9:30
Eng. Aud.

Shakespeare's
**Today**

**Bloom County**

Lynn, you have reached the end of one of the most stimulating, innovative centers in our galaxy, powered without special high-tech, cold, Joule.

---

**Fate**

YOU KNOW, RELIGION
SURE HAS CHANGED
IN THE LAST FEW
DECADES.

---

**Aspirin Man**

CONTRA, WHAT ARE YOU
DOING IN THAT TREE?

---

**The Daily Crossword**

**Berke Breathed**

CODE WORDS
APPROACH: GREETING,
MR. PRESIDENT.

---

**Photius**

WHEN ROMANS
MAKE FUN OF OUR
DINGO FOOTBALL.

---

**David J. Adams**

WHEN DO I SAY
THANK YOU
TO THE
POLICE?

---

**Campus**

5 p.m. — Computer Mini-course, SPS for SPS Users, 115 Computing Center
5:30 p.m. — Lecture, "Enhanced Oil Recovery - Transport Phenomena and Optimal Control," Prof. Fred W. Reed, University of Colorado, Sponsored by 256 Halpin Hall
6:30 p.m. — Colloquium, "A Technical Word Processor For Personal Computers," Prof. James Milgram, Stanford University, 115 CCB
6:30 p.m. — Presentation/Reception, for ME, MEED, and CBE seniors, Alumni Room, Morris Inn
7:15 p.m. — Meeting and Talk, Patricia Finnegan on Microcomputers, also movie: "Fly High, Fly Proud A Career in Sales," 301 Haggar College Center, Sponsored by Saint Mary's College Chapter of American Marketing Association
7:30 p.m. — Presentation/Reception, for CAPP seniors, Alumni Room, Morris Inn
7:30 p.m. — Pax Christi General Meeting, 124 Center for Social Concerns

---

**TV Tonight**

7:00 p.m. — A Tree
7:30 p.m. — The Mississippi
8:00 p.m. — Just our Luck
8:30 p.m. — NOVA
9:00 p.m. — Happy Days
9:30 p.m. — Remington Steele
10:00 p.m. — Tuesday Night Movie
11:00 p.m. — Three's Company

---

**Far Side**

54 Numero Uno

---

**LOVERBOY LOTTERY**

Thursday, Sept. 29, Nazz—3:00
CONCERT: October 29
All Seats $11.50
You must bring money to lottery to purchase tickets

* KANSAS CONCERT NOV. 3 *
LOTTERY OCT. 6
$11.50 / $10.50
Beuerlein shines with potential

By LOUIE SOMOGYI

Sports Writer

On a night when Notre Dame fans and television announcers became dark, at least one shining ray of hope burst through. Freshman quarterback Steve Beuerlein, showing amazing poise and great potential, became the youngest Notre Dame recipient of the Chevrolet "Most Valuable Player" award that is presented on national telecasts.

Although Beuerlein played in only three of the Irish possessions, the team put together drives of 72, 44, and 76 yards (before losing yardage on the final play) under his guidance. With Beuerlein at the helm, the offense registered exactly 100 yards on the final play) under his guidance. With Beuerlein at the helm, the offense registered exactly 100 yards on his 25 passes for 145 yards. In all, Beuerlein completed 13 of his 23 passes for 145 yards. It marked yet another impressive stride this fall for the Fuller, Cal.

Hudson, who had worked as the second unit ever since the second week of practice. With Todd Juba, Jim Tyler, Bill Courtney, and fellow freshman Joe Feltsky all hampered or recovering from injury, Beuerlein has received extra tutoring in the past weeks from of defensive coordinator and quarterback coach, Ron Hudson.

"He's still learning," says Hudson. "By no means is he proficient yet in reading defenses and the many different coverages that exist in college football.

"Still, Hudson admits that there is definitely a chance for Beuerlein to see action against Colorado since "the merit an opportunity.

"He's got a good sense for dis tributing the ball to different receivers when one isn't open," says Hudson, "and he doesn't appear to force the football. He just needs repetition.

Beuerlein credits some of his present success to the drop-back pro-style offense he says he worked with at Servite High School — where he finished third in the nation last year. Working with some top-flight receivers, Beuerlein completed 150 of his 256 pass attempts in his senior year for 2,244 yards and 23 touch downs while garnering all-America honors.

"Our system was pretty ad

vanced," says the 6-3, 195 pound Beuerlein. "I think it gave me a boost. It taught us to read routes according to what the defense gave you. On this week the college game is based on. Most high schools don't do that."

The freshman maintains perspective about his future, though:

"I've got a million things to learn," admits Beuerlein. "I really have to work on reading the many different coverages and on not forcing my passes. I also need to become stronger, so I'll work out a lot during the off season in order to put on at least 15 more pounds."

His confidence, however, is not in doubt. Throughout the contest, Beuerlein's great poise under fire was constantly marveled at by the television announcers.

"I do have a lot of self-confidence," says Beuerlein. "And it's important to get that confidence across to the rest of the guys in the huddle."

That confidence and poise was evident from the moment he took the helm. Despite the fact that he had never been to the field in the Orange Bowl.

"I wasn't really nervous," he recalls. "The coaches told me earlier in the week that I would get to play because of the humidity factor down there, so I was kind of prepared. I just tried not to get excited or make any mistakes."

Facing a third and situation in his first series from the Notre Dame 19-yard line, Beuerlein faked back to pass and was immediately confronted with a strong Miami rush. He managed to scramble out of danger and pick up the first down.

While still down, he was viciously speared.

"I guess that was my initiation into college football," says Beuerlein. "I was seeing stars after that."

It was at this point that many viewers began seeing the freshman as a potential star himself.

"The receptionists only went to the Miami nine-yard line before missing a field goal on that first possession, but it was in the second possession that Beuerlein's talent came into greater evidence. On a third and situation, Beuerlein drifted a 25 yard pass down the middle to Greg Bell.

One play later, Beuerlein tossed a pass that would mark the mile-mark in 4.53. At that point, the six hardly looked like a mere collection of individuals.

After three miles, those top six men (Ralph Canion, Andy Dillon, Ed Juba, Jim Tyler, Bill Courtney, and Tim Conner) were still leading the race as a team. They had all crossed the mile-marker together between 14.51 and 14.56. They had lost the lead by not doing that early in the race, but he didn't repeat his mistake.

Cup goes down under

Australia II shatters U.S. reign

Outruns Northwestern

Cross country creates notoriety

By DAVID ROOP

Sports Writer

Whether or not Notre Dame Football has lost its mystique is debatable. There is, however, a Notre Dame team that has begun to create its own notoriety — cross country.

Last Saturday while the football team was being shut out in Miami, the cross country team nearly shut out Northwestern, winning 16-44 (lowest score wins).

Notre Dame Cross Country Coach Joe Piane explained his pre-race strategy:

"We hoped to stay up front all race, not taking off at any particular point."

This strategy was quite different than the one that Paine had used against Ohio State Against OSU, he had told his men to pull away from the Buckeye pack after two or three miles.

Although there are a number of racing strategies in cross country, Paine explained, "The only way to win in cross country is to run in a pack. If you don't, it gets very easy for the trailing guys to become dis couraged. By running in a pack, we hope to eliminate these mental breakdowns."

At the finishing line, the six-mile race, six blue and gold shirts lead the pack. These front six

By LOUIE SOMOGYI

Sports Writer
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"We hoped to stay up front all race, not taking off at any particular point."

This strategy was quite different than the one that Paine had used against Ohio State Against OSU, he had told his men to pull away from the Buckeye pack after two or three miles.

Although there are a number of racing strategies in cross country, Paine explained, "The only way to win in cross country is to run in a pack. If you don't, it gets very easy for the trailing guys to become discouraged. By running in a pack, we hope to eliminate these mental breakdowns."

At the finishing line, the six-mile race, six blue and gold shirts lead the pack. These front six